A. Data and Variable Construction
Our raw data come from four primary sources. For county-level Presidential election results, we used data from ICPSR's Historical Election Returns collection. To measure flood severity, we employ the Red Cross report on the number of individuals affected by the flood. This measure is reported as a raw count at the county level, which we convert to a percentage using total county population. Again, we interpolate county population using the 1920 and 1930 Censuses, this time to the year 1927. We also gathered data on land acreage flooded, but focused our analysis on population impacted because it is a better indicator of actual suffering by voters in the affected areas.
Finally, to measure relief efforts, we use the Red Cross' data on families provided aid.
B. Framework for Statistical Inference
The best method for conducting statistical inference in synthetic control models is an open question. Abadie, Diamond and Hainmueller (2010) recommend placebo-based inference in research designs with a single treated case. In these situations, the unit treatment effect can be compared to placebo-treatment effects for all available untreated units using the same specification, allowing researchers to calculate exact p-values.
Because our research question diverges from the case study approach described by Abadie, Diamond and Hainmueller (2010) , we conduct inference in two ways. The first is a version of Abadie, Diamond and Hainmueller's recommended approach, applied to cases with multiple treated units, as in Acemoglu et al. (2016) . The second applies
Fisher's randomization inference (1935) in the manner proposed by Rosenbaum (2002) and implemented in the synthetic control context previously by Heersink and Peterson (2016) . We label these alternatives "ADH p-values" (Abadie, Diamond and Hainmueller) and "Fisher p-values," respectively.
To compute ADH p-values, we first estimate placebo models for each unit in our control groups. Consider our primary specification, which uses a restricted donor pool (Donor Pool #1) and limits the sample to southern counties: our treatment group consists of all flooded southern counties; our overall control group consists of southern counties that
were not flooded and were not contiguous with flooded counties. 5 We are left with 95 treated and 618 control counties. We estimate a placebo model for each of 618 control counties, using the other 617 control counties as potential matches; we follow the same specification used for treated counties by restricting the donor pool to the closest 100 matches on the basis of pre-treatment vote share (see description in Section F). After computing unit treatment effects for all 618 control counties, we take random draws of 95 control counties and calculate the average placebo treatment effect, repeating this process for 10,000 draws. 6 We calculate a p-value by comparing our treatment estimate (the 5 We also eliminate counties that are "second-order contiguous," i.e. those counties that are contiguous to contiguous-to-flooded counties. Finally, we also eliminate counties without a full time-series of Presidential election results and data on black and Protestant populations.
6 Note that we do not include treated counties in our simulations at all-repeated draws of 95 counties SATT) to the distribution of average placebo treatment effects across 10,000 iterations.
We repeat this process for each of our specifications to generate p-values reported in Section F. Again, consider our primary specification, which restricts the sample to southern counties. We have 95 pairs of units, each consisting of one treated county and one synthetic control county. We randomly assign treatment within pairs and calculate our test statistic-the average difference between treated and synthetic control units. We repeat this process 10,000 times to generate the empirical null distribution, calculating a "Fisher p-value" by comparing our treatment effect estimate to the null distribution.
We note possible objections to our approach: neither approach to calculating p-values are limited to control counties. The likely effect is to understate the p-value we calculate, a good reason to focus on both the Fisher p-values we present and the substantive effect sizes in question. 7 The sharp null hypothesis described here is restrictive and, ultimately, a lower bar than the more typical null hypothesis of "no average treatment effect." 6 produce typical p-values strongly supported by theory. We hope that researchers will continue to develop methods for statistical inference that can be utilized alongside the synthetic control method. Our preference is to focus on substantive effect sizes; however, we provide estimates of uncertainty in the form of p-values for the sake of transparency.
We do not report p-values in the primary manuscript-including them only in the Supplemental Appendix-to focus attention on substantive effect sizes and to increase brevity.
C. Disaster Severity and Aid Delivery
In this section of the Supplemental Appendix, we report the results of several linear models predicting the distribution of relief aid from the Red Cross. Figure 2 in the primary manuscript shows the strong correlation between flood severity (percent of population affected by the flood) and relief efforts (percent of population receiving aid from the Red Cross). These models assess whether obvious political motivations shaped the relief effort.
We do not find any evidence that the racial composition of counties influenced the extent of relief that they received, nor do we find that Republican vote share in 1924 influenced the distribution of relief in 1927. In the south-only sample, 1924 vote share is marginally significant at the 10 percent level. However, the direction of effect is the oppo- It is important to note that effect estimates reported in the primary manuscript are presented in this section alongside many estimates that were excluded. Specifically, Figure   3 in the primary manuscript includes treatment effect estimates from a model with a binary treatment variable (Table A. 2), a model with subjective cutpoints ( 3) and a model splitting treatment severity into five quantiles (Table A .4, Column 3). In the manuscript's discussion and conclusion, we focus on the effect estimate from a binary model (Table A. 2, Model 2) because it is a straightforward quantity, easily interpretable, restricted to the most relevant within-region (southern) comparison, and is also among the more conservative estimates across our many specifications.
To investigate treatment effect heterogeneity, we estimate a series of models in which the treatment variable is divided into a number of categories. As discussed in the primary manuscript, we use both subjective and objective cutpoints. These models all take the following basic form:
where γ is a vector of covariates and δ is a vector of treatment dummies. In this differencein-differences model, we focus on the value of θ-in some specifications we incorporate a single binary treatment dummy; in other specifications we separate treatment by severity according to quantiles and subjective judgments. Subjective cutpoints divide the sample into four categories of flood severity: 0.1 to 5 percent, 5 to 20 percent, 20 to 50 percent 9 and 50+ percent. Objective cutpoints divide the data into various numbers of quantiles:
3, 4, 5, and 8. These results are reported in Tables A.3 , A.4, and A.5.
We also exploit the continuous nature of our treatment variable (percent of population affected by the flood) to study treatment effect heterogeneity in greater depth. In Table A .5, Columns 3 and 4, we estimate models that incorporate a binary treatment variable (flood = 1) and a continuous variable capturing flood severity. In this model, the coefficient on the binary treatment variable represents the effect of moving from 0 percent to 0.1 percent flood severity; the coefficient on the continuous treatment variable represents the effect of increasing flood severity within the treated category.
The results in a sample restricted to the south indicate that lightly-flooded counties exhibit large negative effects and that the treatment effect diminishes as flooding becomes more severe (a positive coefficient estimate for the continuous measure of flood severity).
However, in the full nationwide sample, this effect reverses: we still observe a negative point estimate for the flood/treatment dummy; however, as flood severity increases, the effect on Republican vote share becomes larger and more negative. To illustrate the expected treatment effect at varying levels of treatment intensity, we plot the predicted effects when flood severity varies across the range observed in our data (from 0.1 percent of the population affected to over 100 percent of the population affected 8 ).
As Figure A .1 shows, the negative effect of flooding diminishes as severity increases in the southern sample, but when we widen the sample, we find that increasing severity increases the flood's negative effect. Overall, the evidence for heterogeneous treatment effects is mixed across different specifications. Linear models of Republican vote share using a binary treatment variable for flooded counties and binary measures of contiguity to flooded counties (first-order contiguous counties are adjacent to flooded counties; second-order contiguous counties are adjacent to counties that are first-order contiguous). Standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
E. Alternative Model Specifications
In the primary manuscript, we focus our attention on the total effect of flooding in the US south in 1927, estimating the effect of flood damage, without accounting for differentiation in terms of relief efforts. In contrast, Gasper and Reeves (2011) and other scholars in this literature have often modeled incumbent vote share as a function of both disaster severity (monetary damages, for instance) and relief efforts (such as disaster declarations). Our motivations for this departure are two-fold: first, flood severity and the extent of relief aid are closely correlated in our case. This makes it very difficult to parse the two effects accurately, as multicollinearity decreases the stability of our estimates. 9 Second, our interest is not in whether increased levels of aid marginally increase support for Hoover in 1928-rather, we are interested in the overall or total effect of flooding, including the disaster response that followed it. It may be the case that aid increases vote share.
But if it only does so at the margins, and voters still-in total-punish the incumbent for the flood's overall impact, it suggests that blind retrospection dominates attentive retrospection in this case.
To ensure full transparency, we report a series of models that mimic those of Gasper and Reeves in this section. In these models, we incorporate separate variables that capture flood severity and aid efforts (both measured as a percentage of county population).
The results for a southern-only sample are reported in Table A .6, column 1. Although the coefficient estimates are in the expected direction-more severe flooding reduces Republican vote share, while more generous aid increases it-neither coefficient is statistically significant. Moreover, these results are arguably driven by the modeling choice: if we incorporate a treatment dummy as well, the coefficient signs flip, though they remain insignificant. The choice to add a treatment dummy is defensible, because a linear model without it assumes that the difference between 0% flooding and 1% flooding is the same as that between 1% flooding and 2% flooding. In contrast, the model we report in column 2 (and in other specifications elsewhere in this Appendix) allows the effect of moving from no flooding to very light flooding to differ from that of increasing flood intensity, among flooded counties. Because we estimate such large differences between non-flooded and lightly-flooded counties-as shown in Table A .6 as well as throughout the paper-it is important that we incorporate such a treatment dummy. incorporate an interaction effect between flood severity and relief aid. In the latter, we repeat these analyses in the full sample. Across these many specifications, the distinct effects of flood severity and relief efforts vary wildly. We argue that this is a result of their close correlation and our inability to parse the distinct effects accurately, problems that threaten other research in this literature.
Finally, we apply a more flexible specification in Table A .8, using polynomials to allow the effect of flood severity to vary more dramatically than in other models. We use linear, quadratic and cubic terms to capture the impact of flood severity; in some models we also include flexible polynomial terms for the size of each county's black and Protestant populations. Because models with higher-order polynomials make interpretation of overall effects difficult, we plot predicted values across the range of flood severity in Figure A. 2. Polynomial models of Republican vote share in the full, nationwide sample. Flood severity is captured by linear, quadratic and cubic terms. In some specifications, covariates are also allowed to enter as polynomial terms. Standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 Figure A .2: Estimated effects of flooding on Republican vote share at varying levels of flood severity, based on polynomial regression models (Table A. 2).
F. Synthetic Control Models
As discussed in the primary manuscript, we check the robustness of our empirical results using the synthetic control method. In the manuscript, we report the results of one iteration of this strategy, in which we restrict the sample to southern counties and construct the donor pool for county i as the 100 most closely-matched non-treated, non-contiguous southern counties in terms of pre-treatment vote share . To ensure that our synthetic control results are not sensitive to specific modeling choices, we expanded our analysis in five ways. First, we expanded the analysis to a full nationwide sample. Second, we employed an alternative metric for trimming the donor pool, by selecting the counties most closely matched to treated county i in terms of both percent black and percent Protestant; third, we used a larger donor pool (500 control counties) rather than the 100 reported in the manuscript. We repeated this expansion to 500 control counties for models trimmed on the basis of pre-treatment vote share and for models trimmed on the basis of pct. black and pct. Protestant. Fourth, we estimated an extremely conservative model, in which the donor pool was restricted to counties that bordered flooded counties. In the absence of treatment, these counties have the most prima facie validity as a control group. This model is extremely conservative, however, because we expect treatment spillovers to influence Republican vote share in adjacent counties; by restricting the donor pool to these adjacent counties, we expect these models to be biased toward a null effect. Fifth, we estimated a slightly less conservative model, in which we restrict the donor pool to counties in flooded states (i.e. states that experienced flooding in at least one county), but do not include contiguous counties in the donor pool.
In the interest of brevity, we report point estimates from each set of model runs in Table A .9. This table also includes p-values derived using the process described in Section B. We also report the results of each run as a set of two time-series graphs. In each run, the first graph shows Republican two-party vote share in the treated and synthetic control units over time; the second graph shows the difference between the treatment group and synthetic control group over time. In the most extreme case, Donor Pool #1 using southern cases only ( Figure A. 3), we estimate a nearly 20 percentage point decline in support for Herbert Hoover. In the most conservative case, Donor Pool #5 using both southern and northern cases ( Figure A.13 ), we estimate a decline of 4.09 percentage points, a substantively large effect. 10 We summarize treatment effect estimates and p-values across model specifications in Table A .9.
Donor Pool Descriptions
-Donor Pool 1: The donor pool for each treated county i is composed of the 100 counties most closely matched to county i in terms of pre-treatment vote share from (mean of squared differences).
-Donor Pool 2: The 100 counties most closely matched to county i in terms of percent black and percent Protestant.
-Donor Pool 3: The 500 counties most closely matched to county i in terms of pretreatment vote share.
-Donor Pool 4: The 500 counties most closely matched to county i in terms of percent black and percent Protestant.
-Donor Pool 5: All contiguous-to-flooding counties, i.e. counties which touched a county that was flooded.
-Donor Pool 6: All non-flooded, non-contiguous counties in flooded states, i.e. counties in states that were flooded except those counties that were, themselves, flooded or which were contiguous to a flooded county.
Finally, to study the heterogeneity in treatment effects in our synthetic control results, we plot each treated units' treatment effect against flood severity. As Figure A .15 shows, our treatment effect estimates are generally stable across severity levels; contrary to the linear models reported earlier, there does not appear to be systematically diminishing or increasing treatment effects at higher levels of flooding. Treatment effects, estimated using the synthetic control method, across samples and donor pool specifications. Southern sample n = 95; full sample n = 130. Figure A.15: Heterogeneous treatment effects, generated from synthetic control models under varied donor pool and sample selection criteria. Results based on a restricted sample appear in the left panels; results based on a full nationwide sample appear on the right. Results from different donor pools are arranged from top to bottom. In each panel, we plot unit-specific treatment effects against flood severity and illustrate the relationship between them with a locally-weighted regression line. In most cases, there does not appear to be any specific relationship between flood severity and treatment effect magnitude.
G. Placebo Test -1924 Election
One possible threat to inference in our study arises from time-varying heterogeneity. In the regression models that we report, this would manifest in treatment and control groups that do not share parallel trends in Republican vote share under the counterfactual.
This is a real possibility, given the nature of the area flooded: compared to southern control counties, flooded counties in the south have larger black populations and are less Protestant. As we note in the main manuscript, Hoover was alleged to be against segregation, and his opponent was the first Catholic nominated on a major-party ticket. Concern regarding the parallel trends assumption-or time-varying heterogeneitymotivated our use of the synthetic control method. Under assumptions briefly outlined in the manuscript-and described in much greater detail in Abadie, Diamond and Hainmueller (2010) -the synthetic control method identifies unit-specific treatment effects even in cases of time-varying heterogeneity between treatment and control units. We conceptualize this approach slightly differently, thinking of the synthetic control method as a type of data pre-processing analogous to matching (Ho et al. 2007) , which makes the assumption of no time-varying heterogeneity more plausible. In essence, we trim the control group using the synthetic control algorithm to ensure that the remaining control units very closely match the treated group. The idea mimics studies that use cross-sectional matching methods prior to difference-in-differences estimation (see, e.g.,
Ladd and Lenz 2009) but improves upon them by using a much more robust approach to matching.
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However one views the synthetic control approach when applied to multiple treated units, we expect treatment effects from the 1927 flood to manifest only in the 1928 elections and-to the extent that there are residual effects-in elections that follow. If we observe non-zero treatment effects prior to the 1928 election when using the synthetic control method, it would raise concerns about our empirical strategy. For instance, if we observe a negative "treatment effect" in 1924, it suggests that our negative treatment effect estimates for 1928 could be a function of time-varying heterogeneity unaccounted for by the synthetic control approach.
To assess this possibility, we replicate our analysis of the 1928 election in the case of 1924. Specifically, we performed two sets of analysis, mirroring the analysis reported in the main manuscript. First, we estimated a linear model of the form
which is precisely analogous to the main model in the manuscript and to the description in 
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Recall that our regression-based estimate of the flood's effect was -10.8 percentage points in a sample restricted to southern counties; among the full sample, the magnitude of our estimate declined to -5.5 percentage points, which was still significant at the 1% level. In contrast, equivalent regression models applied to the 1924 election-as described in the equation above-result in null results. In the southern sample, with control vari- 
